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Election results called into question
Ala Zuferi '95 and Jonathan Seitz '98
nr.
"
;
This spring's SGA elections were
Maarred by questionable practices
aiKfefectionguideline violations. A
write-i- n candidate' for!ptesident :
turned oat to be no more than ajoke
by some bored.' seniors and a mis-
take in scheduling left the ballot box"
unmanned for between' 15 and 30
minutes. These; and other problems,
have left students questioning the
whole process and the validity of the
election results. V' .;
The first stumbling block occurred
Monday afternoon when a campus-wid- e
Broadcast was sent, urging stu-
dents to "Vote for Matt Carpenter and
: vote often. Carpenter, a recently pro-
claimed write-i-n candidate, violated
election procedure, which states that
"no candidate' may 4ise electronic'
means of campaigning E-M- ail,
Broadcast, etc.)-- " -
Following election guidelines, a
'
- public hearing was held Monday
evening to deal with the infraction.
At the hearing. Carpenter said "the
signs are not mine. Someone is put-
ting up stuff for me. I am not run-
ning for anything." He did, however,
; Take Back the Night will
occux'tonight at 8 p.m. The
event is the annual highlight of
Women's Week, which runs the
rest of this week.
x
baby-s- at the ballot box in lieu ofSGA members.
admit J& sending out the BC "but I '
did not know it was against the rules
because I had not seen them.
It was decided by the Election
Committee that Carpenter would be
disqualified. "It was a disregard for
the .rules, whether they were known
at the time or not Even if someone
else is running this campaign, you
have to be disqualified, said com--,
mittee member and SGA President
Pat Watts 99.
. Early Tuesday morning Watts was
alerted to the fact that there were
four seniors behind the pseudo cam
paign, urianty BabcocJc, oregg
LichU Aaron Rupert and an un"
named co-conspira- tor.
Their reasoning was simple. Ac-
cording to Rupert, "myself and my
friends felt that the campaign so far
was lacking and devoid of any hit-- "
mor. We were also interested in see-
ing what would happen if we put up
humorous posters for a non-serio- us .
candidate we picked off the street
We saw it as a practical joke. - .
The candidates, on the other hand,
did not see it as a practical joke.
"While student government is in
need for change, I believe this ac- -
V Passover begins this
Friday and runs through
next Saturday. This Friday
.is also Good Friday and Easter
is Sunday. - '
South Asia Week begins
Monday with events planned
throughout the week. . ;
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uWundfcnnines tte-effb- rt and pas
sion that those who are trying to
better the campus put forth; We are
mocked for trying, not trying to
mock, said presidential candidate
James Koller '99.
Due to the fact that he, was dis-
qualified, any ballot that had
Carpenter's name written on it was
thrown out during the tabulation of
results. Students voting on Tuesday,
though, were hot always informed
of this. At last night's SGA meeting
this fact caused quite a few senators
to object
Senator Toni Casserino '01 said,
."I was not informed that my ballot
would not count ifMart's name was
anywhere on it A sign should have
"been" put up, raM Tthe person who
; gave memy ballot shbuid have told
SmeJimust not fairi?'
" Terry Heubert 98, fonner.SGA
member and observer at the meet---
ing, made the point that by throw- -
ing away the ballots they were ide- -
ceiving the students. "How do you
keep the trust of the student body if
please see SPRING ELECTION
TURMOIL REVIEW, page 2
Hit); Uiioi: fR4 K i
V The After Hours Cafe will
feature Acoustic Jam night
Wednesday in the Underground
from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Rumble in Holden
Students and community members
involved in altercation Saturday night
David Lohr -
". --The "townies" are out on the
prowl, and they're pissed. Last Sat-
urday night, at 12:30 a.m., five first-ye- ar
students were skate boarding
in the far end of the stadium park-
ing lot when five teenage males
pulled up in a small, navy blue car
and attacked them, without any ap-
parent motive or provocation.
According to Murat Saginc '01,
the car pulled up and blocked the
exit, putting five angry townies be--
.
tween the students and safety. One .
student jumped out and shouted ob-
scenities. Christian Schermerhorn
- 01, one of the two Wooster students
assaulted, was the closest to the car.
He replied "No." The teen then
rushed at him and punched him in
.
the eye. breaking his glasses. "We
4qhowghtfh weika to .
skate with us, but he attacked me. I
' wasn't going to fight him, he was
like " "25- 0- pounds, said
Schermerhorn. "I was pretty
shocked it all happened, consider-
ing
.
how random it was.
The Wooster students then turned
and ran toward Holden. Two other
teens then jumped out of the car and
chased them down. Four of the
Wooster students jumped into a
friend's room through a ground floor
window and called security. Jason
Gers - '01, who also had his
sweatshirt and jacket stolen, and
Jason Gilespie '01 escaped with
Sagnic and Schermerhorn, while
Mark Matienzo '01 was caught from
behind His assailant grabbed his
'shoulder; punched him twice in the
3'ack bf thefead,"ipufl him around '
SGA Presiden
" These are the unofficial results-give- n
to the candidates. There will y
be'a run-o- ff Tuesday between r
Koller and Bekeny. Thirty percent v
of the votes were needed to win. '
.
' V There will be a Battle
of the Bands in the Under-
ground on Saturday at 3
p.m. to benefit Every Woman's
House. Admission is $3.
V SGA will hold a run-o- ff for
the presidential position on Tues-
day. .
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and gave him an uppercut to the
chin. "We had never seen them be-
fore, said Matienzo, "so I didn't --
know how to react I wasn't really
.thinking anything."
None of the Wooster students at--.
tempteftft) fight back. "We're gen-
erally wimpy, they generally were
not wimpy," said Gers. "They were
some pretty big guys.
When security arrived, the teens
were gone. Because the assailants
do not go to the college, there was
little security could do. The police
were called, and the Wooster stu-
dents filled out an incident report,
.
including a description of the car.
If the police see a car matching the
description, it will be stopped and
questioned. According to Director
of Security Joe Kirk, Orrville and
Smithville police have also been
contacted, because it is uncertain
whether the suspects are from
Wooster or not "We haven't gotten
any confirmation at this point but
we're checking into the matter, said
Kirk. "If anyone does see any cars
acting suspicious, call Security, so '
we can get involved and we can get
the police involved."
A Campus Alert will be put out
later this week regarding the inci-
dent Security is currently waiting
for more information from the po-
lice as to whether they have an .
indentification of the suspects.
Ironically, before the attack, the five
had been talking to some Buddhists
about non-violen- ce. According to
Gers, "They were walking across the
country, and they stopped in Wooster.
We were meditating with them: 'in-
hale suffering, exhale compassion." '
tial Residts
Karl Bekeny --r 130Jen Buckley
,
i 110
Jacque Gray :
.
48
.James Koller'.; 111
Laura Markley 28
Sarah Weimann 16
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Campus
1: You've seen the ads littering the campus, telling you to watch for the
student published magazine. . Under the leadership of Co-edito- rs Paige
Stanton '98 and Sarah Fenske '99, the magazine will be 32 pages with a
full-col- or cover photo. The publisher is English professor Peter Havholm,
as part of a class offered this semester. Information is slow in being re-
leased, and the exact date of sak is not yet known. But according to die
press release, posters announcing the name of the magazine could appear
in a week. There will be a limited number ofcopies printed, and they will
be on sale for $1.99. The art director is HcpeMmer'9arKlTerahRobbins
'98 is the business manager. The color cover will be "some sort of cool
picture, with no further information being released.
National
In Kansas City, Mcy on Tuesday; President Bill Clinton started
what will be a year-lon-g talk with the public on possible ways to pre-- 1
pare Social Security for the upcoming explosion of retirees expected
as the Baby Boomer generation gets older. At Tuesday's half--day fo-
rum, Clinton suggested that modest changes be made to Social Secu-
rity, not radical reforms, in order to keep it solvent into the next cen-
tury. Clinton did not endorse any specific solution to save Social Se--
.
curity, but talked about five principles that legislators should follow in
'finding a solution: to fix Social Security in such a way that strength-
ens it for into the 21st century, to maintain "universality and fairness,"
' to provide benefits "that people can count on regardless of swings in
the economy and financial markets, continuing aid for disabled and
low-inco- me beneficiaries, and maintaining the federal budget's hard--
won fiscal discipline in any bail-o-ut plan. About 44 million Ameri-
cans depend upon Social Security and it is the main source of income
for two-thir- ds of senior citizens the only source of income for 18
percent.' According to Clinton, by 2030, there will be only two people
working for each person on Social Security, and that by 2029, payroll
contributions will ony cover 75 percent of the projected Social Secu-
rity benefits. . ' - '- -' --' ',- -
On Tuesday, the National Transportation and Safety Board (NTSB)
said that faulty wiring in the fuel monitoring systems of TWA Flight
800 and three retired Boeing 747s may be a problem in other B-74-7s
and called on the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to conduct
inspections as soon as possible. The NTSB recommended mat the
FAA inspect die oldest Boeing 747s and a couple of newer models
the 747-100- s, 747-200- s, and 747-300- s-, as well as that the FAA re-
place the Honeywell terminal blocks on the 747s fuel probes and in-
stall surge protection systems to keep electrical power surges from
'
entering fuel tanks through the indicator systems. The NTSB said that
they still didq't know what exactly destroyed TWA Flight 800, but
believe that it was a combination involving damaged wires and corro-
sion on fuel measuring rod, which sent a spark of flame into the plane's
center fuel tank, causing the plane to explode killing all 230 aboard. .
International
On Tuesday, British Prime Minister Tony Blair returned to North-
ern Ireland in an attempt to save a draft peace plan, which is at risk
after being rejected by Northern Ireland's major Protestant political
party. The Ulster Unionist Party, besides rejecting the plan, accused
Irish Prime Minister Bertie Ahern of not negotiating in good faith.
The key issue worrying the UUP is a proposal within the plan that a
new cross-bord- er council be established to increase cooperation be-
tween Northern Ireland and Ireland. The council would be made up of
Catholic and Protestant politicians and would cooperate formally with
Irish lawmakers. This proposal is an attempt by the negotiators to
balance the desire of Northern Ireland's Protestant majority for a stable
government with the Catholics' desire for a united Ireland. However,
the Catholic and Protestant politicians have not yet agreed on key de-
tails of how the council should be structured, or what powers it should
hold. It is unsure as of yet what the UUP's rejection will mean for the
peace process, but U.S. officials say that with the talks deadline com-in- g
up, some brinkmanship was expected. - - -
compiled by Brian J. McFillen wiih information from CNN Interactive
oice
Ifost House
James Allardice
Members of the Yost House were
named the YMCA Volunteers of the
Year. The house volunteers at least
three days a week, working with
children through the Wooster
YMCA.
"It was an award showing appre-- .
ciation for two years of volunteer-
ing," Jaime Rosa '99 said. Rosa and
her seven housemates spend two
evenings a week tutoring children
from the Wooster area, and on Sat-
urday morning the house members
referee recreational sports. This is
the second year that the Yost House
has volunteered with the YMCA.
"It is really nice to see the same
kids come back from week to week,"
Rosa said. "We help them with their
studies but we also get to know the
individuals and talk to them about
stuff other than just school." .
Additionally, the house members
enjoy getting to know people within
the community. "This gives us an
avenue to get to know people off the
College campus," Rosa said. "We
can learn more about the commu-
nity."
.On Saturday mornings the house
Spring election turmoil review
continued from page 1
you throw away their vote?"
In SGA's defense. Watts said that
everyone working was informed and
that this was "the cleanest way to take
care of the matter. It is precedent that
if a candidate is not qualified for the
position we throw the whole ballot
out Matt Carpenter was disqualified
from the whole election, therefore he
was not eligible for any position."
Rupert also made a statement in
defense of his organization, the Voice.
"I did this, it was not something that
the Voice had anything to do with. .
People on the Voice unfortunately
have respect for SGA, something I
don't" At this time Rupert also asked
for the number of ballots that were
thrown out, something Watts declined
to release.
Senator Dan Shortridge '01 also
brought forth 10 voting irregularities
that he found within the election. The
two largest ones involved the "fact that .
the ballot box at Lowry Center was
Matsos Family Restaurant
THE CVtSJNE THAT
msptREO Socrates!
10 off all CO.W. students and
faculty until the year 3000 AD.
154 Wen Liberty Street
Woam. Ohio 44691
C350) 264-MO- O
Great Desserts!
volunteers
the women of Yost House
volunteers refereeing seasonal
sports.- - Rosa said, "Early in the year
we refed football, during the winter
basketball and then helped with the
clock at the high school games."
The Yost House is a program house,
meaning they must volunteer several
hours a week to live in a College- -
left unattended and unlocked for an
unknown period of time around 1
p.m." and "the card-readi-ng machine
at Lowry Center malfunctioned, ac-
cepting twice the card of one indi-
vidual who had previously voted."
Election Committee Co-Cha- ir
Mayura James '99 said there were two
options: "We can accept what we have
or we can have a re-electi- on. I hon-
estly believe that the results we have
are correct."
The presidential candidates had
previously met and decided not to
contest the results, and the Senate
reached the same decision when
they voted.
Vice President for Academic Af-
fairs elect Ben Mizer '99 summed
up the thoughts, saying, "I am fun-
damentally disgusted with the pro-
cess. I understand now why people
are frustrated and disgusted with
SGA. I have no disagreement with
the results though and want to go
forward."
All of the candidates running un
SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
A group of faculty and staff who are available to
Nancy Anderson
Susan Clayton
Marian Cropp
Heather Fitz Gibbon
Pirn Frese
Shila Carg
Carroll Meyer
Mary Young
survivors or scxuai assault, ror assistance contact:
Hygeia
Kauke3l
Cault Alumni Center
Kauke7
Kauke8
Taylor 106
Westminster Church House
Kauke 132
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of the year
Photo Courtesy of Yost House
owned house.
" Rosa and other house members
will be living in the same house next '
year, continuing die same work with .
the YMCA. "What we like is see- -
ing the progress with die kids and
getting to know the individuals,"
Rosa said.
contested won and there will be a run-
offTuesday between Koller and Karl
Bekeny for the presidential position.
You can't be
disqualified from the
" Voice stafF. c
We're accepting applications un-
til Tuesday, April 14,forthefol-- "'
lowing positions. Forms avail-
able at the Voice and Lowry
Front Desk. "
Assistant Editor-in-Chi- ef
Managing Editor
all section editors ,
: ? ; - Advertising Manager "
5 Circulation Manger
K-
- Office Manager
Web Consultant
v Intrigued? Bewildered? r
- '
. Suspicious?
Call Dawn (x4 182) ' "
or Sarah (x3437). '.
confidentially assist survivors of. or those who know
Ext. 2319
Ext 2365
Ext. 2166
Ext 2371
Ext. 2256
Ext 2586
Ext. 2398
Ext 2347
Students may also contact the College counselors at Ext 23 19 or Campus Minister at Ext.
2558. To report an assault, contact the Wooster City Police at 9-- 91 1 (emergencies) or 264-333- 3,
or Security at ExL 2590.
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Gamp Heartland speaker
Nurse tells ofher experiences working
ivith kids affected by HIVandAIDS
Jessica DuPlaga
In 1993, Neil Willenson was in-
spired by his neighbor, Nile, a
young boy with AIDS who expe-
rienced isolation and difficulty in
dealing with others because of his
disease. Willenson wanted to make
a haven, a safe place where chil-
dren infected with HIV and AIDS
could feel safe among others who
either suffered from the disease or
had fathers, mothers, sisters, or
brothers who were infected. Mo-
tivated by Neil, Willenson founded
Camp Heartland, Inc., a large
camp and care program for chil-
dren affected by HIV or AIDS.
What began as a single summer
camp has, as of last summer, blos-
somed into three sessions in Mis-
souri, one in California, and one
in Wisconsin.
The program these lads have to so dock aids. as
recently tO reality ... and they have Willenson ex--hasj ..- -i
ayv nfm "'r 1 L Jiui Diu un jji uy--
erty in Minnesota that will soon
become the Camp Heartland Cen-
ter.
Deb Riley, a nurse volunteer at
Camp Heartland last summer,
shared her experiences in Lowry Pit
this past Tuesday. Riley has been a
newborn intensive care unit nurse
where she says "I've taken care of
babies no bigger than my hand." In
addition, she has worked on AIDS
task forces and consortiums in the
United States and for an extended
period of time in Germany. After
returning from Germany, she ex-
panded to practices in a number of
nearby counties including the cities
of Akron and Medina. Of AIDS, she
states that "I was a part of it but I
was removed" until she began work-in- g
with Camp Heartland.
' Arriving four days before the
campers, Riley attended and intense
training sessions to learn to deal
with the incoming children. She
worked alongside nurses, doctors,
social workers, counselors, and jun-
ior counselors who were of medical
students, psychology students, and
other voluneers.
Riley describes Camp Heartland
as a "real camp" of bunks, cabins,
bonfires, games, swimming, eat-
ing in the dining hall, hiking, wall-climbi- ng
and canoeing, but with a
few differences, such as making
sure the children drink only
bottled water (even when brushing-the- ir
teeth) to avoid possible bac-
teria. Riley worked in what was
called "Club Meds," a welcoming
clinic where campers came to rest
or take medication. "These kids
take an incredible amount of
meds," says Riley. She estimated
that each child took 10 to 12 dif-
ferent medications six to 10 times
per day. Attempting to make the
children's stay as enjoyable and
"normal" as possible, Riley and
the other nurses created an agree-
able clinic with videos, a televi-
sion, and air conditioning. With
golf carts and a schedule for each
child's activities, the nurses
"chased kids around all day" to
give them their medications, in-
cluding administering a first dos-
age to some as early as 6 a.m. and
all through the night.
And that could be a big feat,
says Riley, as these children had
"endless energy." Some of them
"were very angry," but most under-
went a "metamorphosis" in the
"uninhibited atmosphere" of the
camp where they were able to get
to know each other, laugh, and be
haDDV without the looming ques- -
. . uuu ot HIV
Dlains in a
TJ video about
the camp, the feeling after even a
hug "could be the last time for
those kids that they feel that way."
He says that "these kids have to
go back to reality . . . and they have
to keep their secret again."
Willenson says that "each of these
kids has a story." Although such sto-
ries are not of top priority at the
camp, they often surface, as emo-
tions "vacillate," says Riley. Riley
herself felt "overwhelmed" on the
first day of camp for the children.
"All I saw was that these kids are
going to die," but Willenson ex-
plained to her that "your job is to
make them feel like they don't have
AIDS today."
To insure that these children have
a guaranteed few days when they
can live and have fun is the goal of
Camp Heartland. The non-prof- it or-
ganization is continuously taking
applications for counselors as well
as monetary and camp-typ- e item
donations. Information about the
camp, counseling and donations is
available by contacting Christina
Graham, the assistant director of
Student Activities.
RD Applications
for 1998-9- 9 now available at the
Office of Housing and Res Life
or on the web at
http:www.wooster.edureslife
Review of the applications will
begin April 20 and continue until
all positions are filled.
For more info, contact
Stacey Caplea, asst dir. of res life,
x2498 or see http:
www.wooster.edureslife
rdposdescrip.html
Town and
Dialogue brings many ideas, few solutions to the surface
Professor Chuck Kammer speaks at the
Jamie Mapes
Calling it a "worthwhile campus
community dialogue," President R.
Stanton Hales welcomed roughly
125 people who gathered to discuss
the complex issues of race as it re-
lates to students on campus and in
the community. Representatives
from the College, Wooster High
School, the Ohio State Agricultural
Technical Institute and the Ohio Ag-
ricultural Research and Develop-
ment Center all spoke on how race
has impacted them. The floor was
then opened up to comments and
questions from the audience.
Community member Roger Long
gave the most controversial opinion,
standing up halfway through the
program to say "I'm mad as hell.
There are no rights for whites any-
more." Long went on to recount bad
experiences he had with Blacks,
talking about being called a "white
boy" and feeling alienated from both
the Black and white communities
for being "proud to be white."
"Why should I be ashamed to be
white? Race is only one level of a
person. I think that most of the hate
FREE Tire Rotation
MOTOR
CCXVPANY
60 Years of Combined Experience
EEEE DIAlilNUMS
BMW, SAAB, VOLVO, AUDI, HONDA,
Foreign Cars are not Foreign to us
1 OYO 1 A, N , V w
20 Discount on Parts with
gown discuss racism
I, .-t- o
open forum while daughter Nikki '00 looks
is coming from the Blacks," said
Long.
Wooster student Ryan Allen '99
attempted to start a dialogue with
Long, saying that "everyone is en-
titled to their opinion. Nothing is
wrong with being proud of being
white. The problem is when dis-
crimination occurs. We need to get
rid of ignorance."
"But should I be burdened be-
cause I am white?" said Long. "I
don't owe anything to anyone from
300 years ago."
Chemistry professor Ted Will-
iams attempted to move the conver-
sation back to more neutral ground.
"I think people take conversations
very personally. If I took everything
that happened personally I would be
paralyzed."
Wooster citizen Wilbur Dunbar,
talking about over-sensitivit- y, said
"Wooster businessman used to make
jokes about Blacks. Now they talk
about President Clinton. Attitudes
are changing: you just have to be
patient."
After he was asked for more clari-
fication about whether or not racial
jokes were acceptable, Dunbar said,
with $19.95 Oil Change
Car Sales & Service
Open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. --
" ' Monday to Friday
Fnmrinf Quality Oil located 18 mile east of
Product, McDonalds on Rte 30
PenzoilchafTer's, 3255 Lincoln Wiy EMQuaker State.
Kendall. Castrol,
Wolfs Head.
Valvoline. Shell
Student, Staff or Faculty I.D.
r
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on.
"A lot of times we're sensitive
people and take offense too quickly.
And you can't argue with every per-
son, you meet."
"There are so many racial jokes
told at Wooster High School," said
Professor of religion Chuck
Kammer. "They're told by admin-
istrators, students and teachers. Af-
rican American males do not thrive
in that kind of environment. They
are harassed and driven out."
Nicole Kammer '00, a graduate
of Wooster High School, gave her
own observations on the racial cli-
mate of the school. "At Wooster
High School I was told I was acting
white. Why does Wooster have to be
a community where you can't be
yourself, where you are penalized
by another group?"
Commenting on the whole
Wooster community, Pam Spicer-Kir- k
told the audience about her ex-
periences as a bi-rac- ial mother. "The
most exclusionary hour there is ev-
ery week is when we go shopping
as a family. It makes me very angry
to see people stare, but then I reali-
zed-1 could either be angry or edu-
cate people about who I am, who my
family is."
Quite a few speakers called for the
need for more education. In the clos-
ing comment, Jacob Johnson '01
brought up the lack of a diversity
requirement on the campus "The
College is a mirror image of the
community. If the community wants
to grow a class needs to be put in at
all levels that will educate students
about diversity."
Viewpoints
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- We used to think that election fraud only happened in nasty
Communist countries, or those sketchy, questionable third
world countries with dictators who had unpronounceable last
names. Add "Watts" to that list ofnames we can't bring our-
selves to say. The SGA elections were an atrocity this year.
The ballot box was unattended and missing at points during
the polling. A card scanner was misused. Perhaps most ques-
tionably, any ballots with those two fateful words "Matt Car-
penter" anyw here on them were thrown away. Because many
voters weren't told this, well explain: if you voted for Car-
penter for treasurer but a candidate who had not been dis-
qualified for president, your vcitechdn't count. Only one vote
separated second and third place candidates, yet the third place
candidate was not included in the run-of-f. Watts refused to
disclose the number ofdiscarded votes to the public, thereby
calling into question the validity of any results in an election
filled with fraud. Hmrn, could these election results be tainted?
We of the Voice would like to call for an official recount. But
before we end we really must say that it makes us feel good
to know that whoever is elected president will be elected fairly
because now Watts is holding a gun to our hea ; . "
Yoo boo, Underground staff!
Once upon a time, the Underground was the place to be.
After other events ended, students ofall types would gather
there to dance, mingle and drink. To many first years, it
was less intimidating man going to a party where they knew
no one; to upperclassmen, it was a place to chill out and
get down. Most weekend nights, it was packed. '
This year, the fairy tale is over Who can remember the
last successful Underground function?
m
By the time the
masses have made their way down to the ticket window,
the staff has shut down and gone home. Never mind that
even in the good old days, people usually didn't hit the
joint until midnight. The party never started early,.but this
year it never starts. PeriocL;'-,.;'.:- : 'i Z- -
- Part of this shutdown may be that the tastes of the stu-
dent body have changed. Maybe people don't like to grind '
anymore. We doubt rL If they kept it open if they didn't
shut down" so easily and give h the rep of a place that al-
ways shuts down easily, the Underground could still rock.
' , People shouldn't agree to work the Underground jobs
unless they are prepared to work long, late hours. The"
party never really starts until morning anyway, and they
ought to give us a chance to get it started. -.- - . j
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Squirrel issues continue; Lowry
Mailbox includes (surprise!) letter against Dining Services
This letter is an additional mes-
sage to the one found in the April
2 issue of the Voice in the article
"Animal abuse, efforts of the
'90s." It is intended not only for
the men involved in the incident,
but for everyone who reads this.
To quickly summarize the
events pertaining to these two ar-
ticles, on Monday, March 30, sev-
eral men were walking to the
When the men were
questioned about their
actions they stated,- -
"What? It's only a
squirrel." This
greatly disturbed me.
P.E.C. When they crossed Lowry
hillside they saw a squirrel and
decided that they would surround
it. They encircled the creature and
all of them rushed in to try to cap--'
ture it. The terrified squirrel es-
caped from the circle and scurried
up a tree. One of the men started
to climb the tree to chase the squir-
rel, while another man threw rocks
and sticks at it. Many of the men
were screaming and intimidating
the squirrel. When the man came
down from the tree, the squirrel
made a break for the nearest bush.
One of the men tried to stop the
squirrel by throwing his bag at it.
Luckily for the men, they were
unsuccessful.
I say it was lucky for them, be-
cause they clearly did not think
about the consequences of their
actions: The squirrel would have
instinctively bitten the aggressor
until it was released. If these men
had stopped to think that one of
the main activities of squirrels is
breaking hard foods like nuts
with their sharp teeth, perhaps
they would not have tormented the
creature, as it may have cost one
of them a finger. It is also likely
that after one was bitten, one
would have had to get several ra-
bies shots as the health of the
squirrel is unknown.
At first glance this story may
seem to be like the pleas from an
animal rights activist; however, it
runs much deeper than this. When
the men were questioned about
their actions they stated, "What?
It's only a squirrel." This greatly
disturbed me. This incident and
their response reminded me of the
global violence that runs rampant.
much of which is due to ignorance
and lack of tolerance. Right here
in America, we have witnessed
many similar incidents. A large
group of people attacks a single
person, out of a general lack of
respect for other living things. I
shuddered when I heard the re-
sponse from the men: "It's only a
squirrel."
I wonder how often in America
a similar group of men are asked
about their actions in a comparable
situation and respond, "What? It's
only a black," "It's only a Jew," or
"It's only a homosexual." Though
these men may not have known it,
they were acting out some of the
greatest crimes which are commit-
ted daily: Ignorance, Intolerance,
and lack of respect of other living
things.
Rowell Levy '98
Witness to the Incident
Dear Editor:
We're seniors. We're almost out
of here. At this point there really
Again, we are
seniors; we don 't
need any newfriends.
And honestly, what
kind ofmeaningful
relationships do they
think we are going to
forge over the words
"Hey can you pass
the salt?" or "Do you
understand the Pot this
week?"
is little that we care about at the
College other than that diploma
and maybe having a few drinks
before we walk across that stage
(alcohol tickets permitting). We
don't care who is going to take
over SGA or the Voice or even
which big band might appear on
the campus' green lawns.
However, we are set in our ways.
We would like to look back on our
last few days here at the College
in fondness. We would like give a
nostalgic sigh whenever we think
of gathering around our favorite
table in Lowry talking to our best
friends and consuming our last
free meals.
But now we cannot. Food Ser-vic- es
has pillaged our special mo-
ments of the Lowry dining expe-
rience! We are disoriented enough
But the biggest shock
ofthis whole set up is
the actual conspiracy
behind this new table
design.
after finishing I.S. and finding our-
selves with only sleep and alcohol
to consume our time - now they
have done this! The new seating
arrangement in Lowry Center Din-
ing Hall is an abomination of our
senses. Give us five-da- y old cod
and black beans every day of our
existence, but, please, do not take
away the small tables near the win-
dows overlooking the football
field. The new set up makes us
feel like we are eating in a cafete-
ria (we try to suspend reality
whenever possible).
But the biggest shock of this
whole set up is the actual con-
spiracy behind this new table de-
sign. We have been made pawns
in the hands of Dining Services
and none of us have even realized
it. After filling out a comment card
expressing our opinion, we re-
ceived a letter from Dining Ser-
vices explaining the rationale be-
hind the new seating arrangement.
According to the response. Dining
Services "felt that by having some
large tables of 10-1- 4 would help
the student's social network ... By
sitting with people you do not know,
you can talk and make new friends
and broaden your horizons."
Again, wt are seniors; we don't
need any new friends. And hon-
estly, what kind of meaningful re-
lationships do they think we are
going to forge over the words
"Hey can you pass the salt?" or
"Do you understand the Pot this
week?" We do not think that it is
the place of Dining Services to
structure our social lives at The
College of Wooster SAB tries
hard enough. Whoever is in charge
of making these kinds of decisions,
we plead with you to please put the
tables back, stop meddling in our
social affairs, and allow us to keep
our happy Lowry memories.
Terry Heubert '98
Sally Thelen '98
The Voice" would like to officially state that the Matt Carpenter
campaign was not organized in connection with the Voice.
.Though some ojrthose ' involved areoic staffers, theYolca1-clai- ms
no responsibilityfir their actions,
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Letter: "Jesus was a Carpenter 5
Matt gets nailed in another example ofanti-carpente-ry bias
Editor
It's somehow comforting to real-
ize that our student government is
handled in the same basic fashion
as our national government. Elit-
ism, it seems, is the key to a stable
political environment, and with this
past election our own SUA has
made that painfully clear.
What started out as a practi-
cal
thejoke seems to have snow-
balled andinto a somewhat disturb
ing situation. Matt Carpenter,
the infamous SGA write-i- n presi-
dent elect, had no intentions of be-
ing elected for president. His
"campaigns' were an obvious
farce and short-live- d, considering
he only began "running" on Mon-
day. He did nothing malicious,
said nothing offensive, and in no
way tried to discredit the SGA. It
was a joke, and one that should
have caused no harm. So, why is
everyone suddenly so wound up?
On Monday afternoon. Matt re-
ceived a call from a member of the
Select Committee informing him
that his use of the Broadcast sys-
tem for campaign purposes was
cause for disqualification for the
election. At a meeting later that
night, Matt admitted to using the
Broadcast system, as he did not
realize that there were any "ille-
gal" campaigning practices. He was
told that he could not withdraw from
the race since he was not an official
candidate and that disqualification
was pending. He was never actu-
ally told that he was disqualified.
This is where everything should
have ended. Matt is disqualified,
which is fine because the joke has
run --its-coy rs.T-Hovvve- r, due to con
7WUv
fusion and the attitudes of the SGA
members manning the ballot box (as
well as a few of the current candi-
dates), the elections had a rather
scary feel. Voters were told that they
could not vote for Matt, that it was
"illegal," and that if they did vote
Since when do the people fanning
elections dictate who you can
cannot votefor?
for Matt, their entire ballot would
be voided. Here is where my ac-
tual concern lies. Since when do the
people running the elections dictate
who you can and cannot vote for?
The issue here is not really Matt.
The issue is that SGA has reacted
in a ludicrous manner, and exposed
themselves as a not-so-very-chip- per
or democratic little group. We all
understand that they are important.
SGA does a great deal for this cam-
pus, and no one has ever tried to
deny this. However, demographi- -'
cally, only about 30 percent of this
campus is involved in the voting
process. One would think that as
supposed representatives of our
whole student body, the SGA would
attempt to reach more of us. This
does not seem to be the case, as they
are, uninterested in the ballots of
anyone who voted for Matt. Mart's
ridiculous campaign brought in
many students who had never pre-
viously voted, and although they
may have voted for Matt, they also
voted for the other, serious posi-
tions. Not that this matters of
course, since their votes don't
count.
--
.
- These are the issues at bandt)- -
Qice
-- me.'t At JAV 4T 1
If a write-i- n candidate cannot
voluntarily withdraw, how can he be
disqualified? 2) How can voters be
restricted from voting for their cho-
sen candidate? 3) How is it right to
toss out an entire ballot due to a vote
for one "disqualified" candidate? 4)
If indeed these are the prac-
tices to be enforced, shouldn't
there have been a sign, a no-
tice, or some information so
that everyone was aware?
-- It seems from the actions
and the attitudes of the SGA that
they were very uninterested in
having their typical 30 percent in-
fringed upon. It is an elite force,
with the same basic members each
year, all being voted in by the same
basic 30 percent of the campus.
Perhaps the instant concern from
the SGA is that Matt would in fact
attract some of that missing and
unwanted 70 percent. If he at-
tracted even a small piece of this,
statistically he may have actually
won. And how silly would they
look then?
It's all over now, and no harm
was meant to anyone, but the SGA
has given us a clear and inappro-
priate message: No outsiders ad-
mitted to our club, not even in jest.
So, even if they have to employ
questionable tactics or refer to
shaky rules that may or may not
exist, they will keep within their
own 30 percent, so it is fruitless to
try.
For the other 70 percent of us, it
doesn't necessarily matter. As the
ballots show, we never really cared
anyway. " ...
, , , . . . ,
.Emily McClain '99- -
Paglia: dead wrong
One more response to the controversy
An argument launched by Paglia Center will sponsor the annual Take
and many others in the world of femi- -
nistCarmen Hotvedt criti- -
cism
is that women stigmatize themselves
as perpetual victims when they choose
to report a crime against them or share
their experiences with others. As a
woman committed to the respect for
others' dignity and experiences, I feel
that now is the time to speak. Now is
the time to report crimes which per-
petuate hate and fear, which put
women into roles of submission and
inequity. To speak out is the first step
to change. To speak out is to demand
that others no longer ignore you and
your experienced
Speaking out against rape, sexual
assault, misogyny, attacks, violence
against women, and domestic vio-
lence is not cowardly, is not infan-
tile, is not irresponsible, is not
wrong. It occurs to me that Camile
Paglia is not comfortable hearing the
stories of women who go to college
grievance committees demanding
that their attackers be prosecuted.
Nor should she be. No one should
Jbe comfortable with staggering sta-
tistics which tell us that the FBI be-
lieves that 20-2-5 percent of women
on college campuses are subjected
to sexual assault (Michigan Coali-
tion Against Sexual Assault). In-
stead of reacting as Paglia, we must
turn our uncomfortability into ac-
tion. Instead of calling women who
report their attack "unworthy of
strong women" status, we must
work toward changing the influ-
ences which tell us that those who .
have been attacked are to blame.
Tonight, the Women's Resource
r
c fit 1 ecu io
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Back the Nieht program. Both
marches will be expressions of soli-
darity and support. Men and women
will speak about their experiences,
they will speak about their opposi-
tion to acts of violence, and they will
speak about the hope found in shar-
ing. Some will speak up for the first
time, some will speak once again,
and some will sit and listen to the
stories of those at the microphone.
Paglia might be inclined to say that
such programs do not ask women
to face up to their "responsibility"
for that illustrious "red flame of na-
ture" which is sexuality. I disagree.
Supporting those who have been at-
tacked or affected by acts of sexual
violencedomestic violence is essen-
tial. We must not turn away from
those who need support to overcome
low self esteem and guilt by calling
names and using spiteful words.
Those who are strong are those
who march, who share, who speak
out about their experiences, who are
affected by stories, who wear white
ribbons, who consciously and delib-
erately raise awareness about intol-
erable behaviors and unsafe prac-
tices, who do not blame but rather
seek to heal. Each woman and each
man must not only claim responsibil-
ity for herhis own sexuality but also
for herhis own safety. Speaking out
does not perpetuate victimhood; it is
a starting point ofclaiming one's own
life back from the oppressive traps of
assault. To take it back, to speak out,
to ask for prosecution is to begin to
stand strong.
Carmen Hotvedt is a guest
columnist for the Voice.
" This letter was presented by then-Senat- or Dan Shortridge at
Thursday's SGA meeting, detailing the position ofdisqualified write-i- n
Carpenter. f . ;
.'.
.
.
.
V It is truly sad that the election was carried out in this way. I would
like to add that not only were voters not informed that I had been
disqualifed, but some voters were informed (by P. Watts Himself; I
was there) that any ballot containing my name as a write in candidate
would be thrown out ... not just their presidential selection but the
entire ballot. . ' 1 . .' " . .'
Later Tuesday ni-- ht, Pat told me he was not sure if they had done that
when they counted the votes. Inconsistent? Yes, but was it a scare tactic?
: Also, several people have told me that they were told by SGA mem-
bers staffing the polls they could not vote for me. Not that I was
disqualifed or that their vote would not count, but that THEY WERE
NOT ALLOWED TO VOTE FOR MATT CARPENTER.
I find all of these problems distressing. All together these accusa-
tions lead me to believe that there was an initiative on the part of some
SGA members to keep me from winning, violating their own rules when-
ever it would help keep an outsider out. If I had been a serious candi-
date from the 70 percent that does not vote, the concept of democracy
and majority rule would have been seriously subverted.
: I am glad that members of the SGA have been alerted to these prob-
lems with the election. Please feel free to read my statement at the
meeting tonight '. . ' '.
-
--
. Yours in Christ,
' '
. . Matt Carpenter '99
Features
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We are all Matt! Vote W.A.A M. Taxes are not taxing
The 72 hour longpracticaljoke that shook the campus
Aaron Rupert
This is a partial chronicle of a
campaign, from its inception to now.
In a scant 72 hours, five seniors, a
pseudo-candida- te and the usually
apathetic and listless student body
of Wooster obliterated the spring
SGA election of 1998. This is how
it happened. I was there.
6:05 pan., Sunday, Apr. 5
A normal dinner proceeded like
any other. At the
table sat myself,
Gregory Licht
'98, Charity
Babcock '98, and
a senior who
wished to remain
nameless; I will
refer to this senior
throughout the ar-
ticle as the
Shadow. The
topic ofconversa-
tion turned to the
SGA elections
and how lame we
felt the campaigns
have been.
"What would
happen," said
Gregg, "if we
picked somebody
to run and put up posters for them?"
The idea immediately captured our
imagination. Someone asked, "Who
would we run?"
At that moment, Matt Carpenter 99
walked by. A candidate was bom.
11:04 pjiL, Sunday, Apr. 5
I arrived in Gregg's room a bit
late, but the campaign had already
begun. The Shadow, we quickly dis-
covered, was a political genius. The
vast majority of our campaign poster
ideas came from him, and we had a
good 10 or 15 that we didn't use that
were just as funny. I had called
Sandra Kozera '98 to enlist her sup-
port, as I knew of her excellent
poster-makin- g skill.
At this time, we felt that Matt
would be an excellent candidate.
When we asked him what he would
do if he won, he said that he would
"not go to meetings until they im-
peached him." That's the attitude
we wanted in our candidate.
We needed pictures, and after ac-
quiring them from Danielle Coward
'98, we moved campaign HQ to the
Voice office. There, we scanned the
photos in, designed the posters and
sent them to Luce for printing.
Around 1 a.m. we broke up. We
had about 10 different campaign fli-
ers and four larger posters to put up
in the dining halls. We only put them
up where we went during the day, and
the only special trip that I took was to
Kitt, where I hit the PEC, Babcock
and Compton on the way.
10:20 sum Monday, Apr. 6
I was walking back from Kitt,
poster placed, when I ran into the
Shadow putting up posters. The
Shadow's friends, who were in tow,
were amused by them, and it seemed
that our goal of amusing ourselves
and the campus would succeed.
l :24p.nu, Monday Apr. 6
Walking out of Kitt, I ran into
Henrietta Menzies 98. 1 asked her
if she saw the Carpenter posters.
She was excited about them, telling
me she thought they were funny and
that she might vote for him. Travis
had to deal with irate Carpenter vot-
ers who were told they can't vote for
him.
Then it came time for me to vote. I
was torn but decided to vote on loy-
alty rather than my sense of humor. I
was glad I did, as the only regret I
might have had from this thing was if
my co-work- er and friend had lost be-
cause of my decision. I didn't write
in Matt Carpenter for anything, so
they actually counted my ballot
photo by Aaron Rupert
The candidate that never was. Matt Carpenter '99 votes.
Grundke '99 said the same thing when
I ran into him at Lowry. "Damn, I
thought to myself. "He might win."
7:02 pan., Monday, Apr. 6
At this point I saw that we had
thrown the SGA election into
chaos. I was at an emergency SGA
meeting to discuss campaign rules
infringements by the Carpenter
campaign. I came as an observer,
since at this point most of the play-
ers didn't know we were involved.
Matt was also present, saying that
he had no interest in SGA and that
"he doesn't know who's doing this."
He did send out a Broadcast Mon-
day afternoon for his campaign, and
that was against SGA campaign
rules. It seemed at this point that he
would probably be disqualified. "I
understand, that's the rules," said
Matt, "but, I mean, God knows what
will happen if I win tomorrow."
There was dead silence. They were
scared, and I was very amused. "
8:30 a.m., Tuesday, Apr. 7
Gregg's and my morning radio
show centered around the Carpen-
ter campaign. Matt himself came
in and made a speech for his cam-
paign over the air. It was against
campaign rules, but when you're
disqualified, rules don't matter.
11:20 a.m., Tuesday, Apr. 7
I went to Lowry to take pictures of
Matt voting. The chaos is growing.
Rumors have been flying that there
have been more votes than expected,
that hundreds of students have been
told that if they vote for Carpenter
their ballot will be "thrown away," and .
that everybody working the tables has
Postscript, 4: 12
pjiu, Wednesday,
Apr. 8
The election, at
this point, was in
shambles. I heard
stories about bal-
lot boxes , left un-
attended for long
periods of time.
Carpenter sup-
porters came out
in droves. We put
an engine next to
the apathy of
Wooster, and it
blew up beyond
our wildest
dreams. SGA has
not dealt with it
well. Ballots have
been thrown
away.
There is going to be a big SGA
meeting tonight, and I plan to go and
explain ourselves. My compatriots
won't, as they have had their fun.
Gregg and Charity have moved onto
better things, like sleeping or doing
theatre. The Shadow is looking for
ways to deal the final, mortal blow
to SGA, if he can't find anything
more important to do.
We threw off the election. We
may never know how many Carpen-
ter ballots there were, but unless I
see a number, I can, for Matt and
my cabal, claim a moral victory. It
has been a good time, and we'd like
to thank those who voted for him
on Tuesday. You have restored my
faith in the Wooster student body. I
applaud you. 4
Thank you. j
EVERY WOMAN'S HOUSE
if you have been
sexually
f I assaunea, rapea,I I ora survivor of
I ' I any sexual abuse
and are interested in a
supportive, creative and healing
support group, call Every
Woman's House 330-263-60- 21
& ask for Claire.
The Survivor Support Group is
strictly confidentaL
You are not alone. Call for
more information and the
support you deserve.
Stacy Ingraham
The arrival of spring means ris-
ing temperatures and budding
flowers, right? Wrong. It's tax
time, and the deadline is April 15.
To prepare for that deadline, the
Office of International Students
held an informational meeting on
April 5 and 7, concerning the pro-
cess of paying taxes for foreign
students.
The process of filing taxes for
U.S. students is easier since their
parents usually do it for them. For
foreign students, the process is.
more complex since they need to
do it themselves. There is a lot of
paper work, and they usually will
not-ge- t more than $10-$3- 0 re-
turned to them, if that much. And
yes, some do have to pay.
Though filing taxes is a nec-
essary process for all non-residen- ts,
not all international stu-
dents comply. .
"There are consequences for
failing to comply with the tax
laws," stated Karen Klopp,
Wooster 's assistant dean of inter-
national student affairs. "The pen-
alty could be a monetary fine or
it could be more serious depend-
ing on the situation. The IRS has
the authority to ask for proof that
students have complied with tax
law. If students apply for immi-
gration benefits later in life, the
INS (Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service) will look at IRS (In-
ternal Revenue Service) records."
The turnout for this year's ses-
sion was a success. Out of 115
foreign students, at least 70
showed up for help, including a
few graduates of the College.
"We hope the students who
didn't come seek help from the tax
consultants on their own time,"
Klopp said.
It is especially helpful for inter
national alums who have gone on
to work in the United States to
know how to file taxes. Once they
are out in the "real world," know-
ing how to file their taxes becomes
a necessity.
If non-reside- nts do not know
how to file taxes, they will have a
hard time finding a tax attorney to
help. Most people in this field do
not have expertise on how to file
taxes for non-U.- S. residents.
Fortunately, the office for inter-
national students has a web site
which includes tips and instruc-
tions on how to file taxes for any-
one who did not learn how to go
through this process. That web
site is: http:www.wooster.edu
oisa.
This process may seem like an
impossible task to complete, yet
anyone should be able to file their
taxes.
"There is a lot of paper work,
but this year was much quicker
than last year. The aides gave clear
instructions, and everything went
really well this year. Even though
I it was easier, there was .still lots
of paper work, but when you un-
derstand the instructions, anyone
can do it," said Elikem Gbeddy W
who is from Ghana.
This year's session was a great. .
success, thanks to the following '
student and staff trainers: Devoki
Dasgupta '01, Omer Siddiq '01,
Ishtiaq Ghafoor '00, Raja Khan
'01, DivyaThadani '99. Shehryar
Khurshid '01, Caroline
Muchekehu, Mustafa Hasham '98,
Meredith Benson, recycling coor-
dinator for the College, Stacey
Caplea, assistant director of resi-
dential life, and Klopp.
The individuals who partici-
pated in the training sessions will
receive an official certificate of
completion from the Internal Rev-
enue Service.
Tri GEM Ltd.
Mini Storage
WAK U 1X0)1)1 1 II a,:M
Managed by Premier Real Estate Connection 345-42- 24
(3) Month Payment, (1) Month Free
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Trials and tribulations ofstudent teachinein Smithville
Holly Kyle
It's five-thir- ty in the morning and
I'm running late the victim of a
losing battle between my alarm
clock and the warmth of my loft I
stumble into the shower and imme-
diately my armhair prickles with
biting cold someone's left the win-
dow open again and there hasn't
been sun for hours.
I take longer in the shower than I
planned because I zone out with a
handful of dripping conditioner in
my hand.For the
gazillionth time,
the indignant
cry, "I'm going
to do this for the
rest of my life?"
reverberates be
tween my empty
ears as I eventu-
ally climb out of
the shower and
leave a trail of
td&"fit --iiilNftil n- -
'frill' iln JfltH'flli"!
wet footprints in -
the hall. They'll dry before any of
my hallmates even open their eyes.
No, I'm not a garbage collector
or an- - obstetrician, not Stan Hales
- going to an early breakfast meeting
or a sunrise jogger . I'm a student
teacher, or at least I was last semes-ypme- r.
This semester I relish sleeping
"'" 'in, taking naps between classes, go-
ing to bed late, and partying with
my friends.
Last semester, however, I lived a
clandestine existence as the student
teacher of ninth and tenth grade En--
f 335u
TEcn.;;::AU
Wt listen T Nis.ii
: Personalized .
Service -
r.-!D'- -- 'V
ian
kr.VJV U.L
x -
glish at Smithville High School.
If I had a nickel for every time
someone gaped at me and gushed,
"ALL you have to do this semester
is student teaching?" I might actu-
ally be able to pay the tuition it costs
me to go to school here. Student
teaching is no life of luxury. It's not
about hanging out with high school
kids all day.
- It's about tearing your hair out
over a short story mumbling, "What
in the world can I do with this?" it's
about carting home hours worth of
grading. It s
about having to
give nice kids
bad grades and
bad kids good
grades. It's hav-
ing to constantly
keep up with
rules and prom-
ises, answering
the same ques- -
.
tion at least three
times, and hav-
ing to explain to irate parents why
their child got a D in English.
It's the most emotionally taxing
thing I've eyer done I.S. included. ;
And I loved it.
Really, what's better than to
take the stuff that you love and talk
about it to other people espe-- .
cially when they have no choice
but to listen to you?
When I . began teaching
Shakespeare to my tenth graders, I
was assaulted with groans and rolled
eyes. Yet, by the end, they were de-
vouring the material to find the
sexual slurs and Elizabethan insults
and, fortunately for me, finding the
plot and characterization along the
way. They acted it out in front of
Ujamaa celebrates Africa Week
Jon Raessler
The week of March 29 was offi--
cially Africa Week here at
Wooster, a week of events de-
signed to promote awareness and
concern about modern day Africa.
Under the direction of Pauline
Maina 99, there were three
events, each representative of a
different facet African culture.
The week began with a short film
series and concluded with a ban-
quet this past Saturday.
The first event was a film series
helid in Mateer Auditorium and ;
featured ."Cry the Beloved Coun-
try," starring James Earl Jones.
The film is a pictorial description
of Africa in the 1940s through the
eyes of a Christian missionary.
According to Kwame Dixon, ad-
visor to Ujamaa and professor of
political science and black studies,
it "is a very powerful, well done
film." Dixon pointed out that
while it may seem awkward that a
the class and reveled in Shakespeare
the way it was meant to be experi-- ,
enced through body and voice and
' not sitting half-asle- ep in armchairs.
Student teaching allowed me to
- experiment with methods I'd al-
ways wanted to try and material
.
I've always wanted to use. It
: helped me Xo be able to think on
my feet. The stuff that these stu-
dents tried to pull isn't mentioned
in textbooks or lectures.
There was the young man who ate
pop cans, the young woman who
asked me what "erection" meant, the
young man who never sat in his own
seat and, when asked to move,
jumped up with a horrified expres-
sion and declared, "My God, this
isn't my seat! Thank you. Miss
Kyle!" And then there was the
young man who took it upon him-
self to inform me, "I don't do
homework, Miss Kyle. No offense
to you, I just don't do it." When I
asked him why, he gave me a re-proac- hful
look and said, "I play
football."- - :
.
-
..
-
They did not get away with too :
much, though. I kept mem busy with
books, journals, projects, and papers
and let them watch MTV when they
did well. I always started before die'
bell and when they protested, I re-
torted with this gem:- - "You don't
need bells, you're not lab rats. Let's
get started.'
I loved teaching lessons, even
when I taught the same one to five
different classes. I loved the entire
culture of high school the pep ral-
lies, the football games, the volley-
ball games, the club meetings.
I spent more than eight hours a
day at Smithville juggling classes,
assignments, teachers, and students.
week given to educating students
about contemporary Africa would
contain a film showing the conti-
nent 50 years ago, it is important
to remember that many of the
events of that time period affect
Mr'tTJil- - ij ill-i- n. -- ttwitiHtiM ing Jufm. an-
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Africa even today.
The second event was a replica of
an African bazaar held in Lowry
Center. In this model bazaar, stu-
dents sold and bought various works
of art and various crafts that had
been created, by several different
artists. The idea behind the enacted
bazaar was to show how a typical.
African market functions and what
A :..
ill
5 ;
Two of Kyle '$ students display camaraderie'.
while keeping my lessons lively, the
administration happy, and the cap--
tains of the football team out of my
room. - V .
It really weirded me out to say,
"No, I can't drink tonight I have
to grade essays" or to be' the one
who came out in my pajamas at
one in the morning to yell at my
sorority sisters to shut up so that I
could sleep.
It seemed that I went from 21 to
91 while I was teaching my back
hurt, my calves ached, I couldn't
hold a thought in my head unless it
may be bought there. In contrast to
the historically oriented film, the
bazaar was more representative of
modern Africa.
The third and final event was a
banquet held in Mackey Hall. The
dishes served at this feast were rep-
resentative of traditional West Afri-
can dishes. The idea behind the
meal was to introduce African
dishes so that those unawarewould
know what a typical meal in Africa
consists of, how it is served and the
surroundings in which it is served.
All of these events were orga-
nized by Ujamaa, under the lead
Photo courtesy Holly Kyle
was about Smithville: And, to top it
all off, I had I.S. to do.
Then, I came home to Wooster
and was a student again. For the bet-
ter part of the day, I was executing a
full-rim- e job, though paying
$12,000 to do it, and coming home '
to where people wrote papers, not
graded them, where they sat through
lectures, not planned them
So, ifyou're student teaching next
year, take these words of advice
buy a cane, a box of red pens, and
hang on tight.
It's quite a ride.
at Wooster
ership of Maina and Liibaan
Ismail '00. Ujamaa supports and
promotes African issues and orga-
nizes many events, such as Africa
Week.
As to the purposes behind these
various events, Dixon said they were
intended "to raise consciousness
about crucial issues, such as culture,
society and the economy and how
all of these ideas impact contempo-
rary Africa. Also, in light of all the
negative images coming out of Af-
rica today such as riot, famine,
drought, etc. I feel that it is impor-
tant for us to portray Africa in a posi-
tive perspective, so that we can
counteract the negative percep-
tions."
Africa Week offered up images
of Africa that are not always seen
in the contemporary media. In-
stead of focussing on contempo-
rary political and social conflicts,
Ujamaa presented an African vi-
sion of everyday experience and
tradition.
1
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Juggler wows with blenders, bullwhips Proud to be an American
3
ill
College juggler Ahren Stock '00 was inspired by last Friday 's entertainment.
Lauren Kulchawik
Juggler Michael Rosman amazed
the crowd last Friday night using
swords, torches, a bowling ball, a
blender and even a bullwhip.
Though this may sound kinky, the
show was extremely creative and
kept the audience on the edge of
their seats.
In his first trick, Rosman balanced
himself on a piece of wood placed
.
-
1 1 - i - i -- 1over a ruiiing cylinder wniie jug-
gling knives. The audience was
hesitant at first to be loud and re-
sponsive, but Rosman encouraged
everyone to participate by saying
sarcastic things like, "if you see a
trick you like, you have permission
to applaud." With nonstop energy,
he ran through Gault pulling volun-
teers from their seats. He made the
participants climb onto the stage
while he took the side stairs to make
the participants look silly.
Next came the cigar box routine,
which defied gravity. Rosman
turned 360 degrees while the three
boxes were stuck together in a row
suspended in air, and then caught
them perfectly. He also performed
a card trick that was supposedly be-
ing projected onto a screen for the
audience to check for cheating, ex- -
cept that he started dropping cards
while shuffling as the screen still
showed fancy shuffling moves.
Rosman proceeded to juggle a "39
pound bowling ball, a small green
ball, and an apple while taking bites
of the apple.
Rosman 's most original routine
involved a blender strapped to his
head, ice chips, a bottle of Bacardi
(which Rosman later said was filled
with water), and catapulting a chunk
of banana into the blender. Subtle
N.N
v
elements in this piece were influ-
enced by the comedy routines of
W.C. Fields, whom he admires.
Rosman next placed an apple on the
head of a female dummy that he re-
trieved from the back row of the
audience (and claimed she was mod-
eled, after his ex-wif- e). While the
William Tell Overture played, he hit
the apple with a blow dart arrow.'
"The dummy really does look like
my wife, curly red hair and all, " he
said after the show.
In the last routine, Rosman sat on
the shoulders of a large male volun-
teer in order to get on top of a six
foot unicycle. "Riding a six foot
unicycle is not that hard, but getting
on one IS that hard, he said as he
fumbled around getting his pants
stuck on the edge of the unicycle
seat. After he juggled two knives
and a torch, he pretended to fall off,
jumping off stage into the laps of
female audience members.
"Yippety skip, I liked the whole
show! But I especially liked the part
where he fell off the unicycle and
intentionally fell into people's laps,
commented Irene Mynatt 01.
Rosman lives in Baltimore, Md.
He began juggling in college at the
University of Delaware-- "I think I
spent more time juggling than study-
ing." He attended Ringling Broth-
ers Clown school, travelled for a
year as a circus clown, "got a real
job and then got laid off, and now I
do this as a living."
"I didn't go to the circus from the
ages of six to 20, but I wish I had
started going earlier. There was a
walkway along the waterfront I went
to the summer before college called
Harbor Place. I saw the street per-
formers there and it looked like a
lot of fun," said Rosman,
Photo by Amelia Kays
As far as practice time put into the
show, Rosman said, "the stuff in the
show isn't practiced much. I've
done those bits so much that they
are relatively easy so that I can
concentrate on performing
comedically."
Choosing who he is going to pull
onto the stage is part of the fun of
performing for Rosman. "It's a
guessing game. I look to see who is
leaning forward, smiling, being re-
sponsive. I look for a strong person
to help me on the unicycle. I love
that it's always fresh, since every
volunteer is different I never know
what they're going to do."
Rosman once broke his nose
please see JUGGLING, page 9
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Rase aH (he money your student
group neecfc by sponsoring a
VISA Fundi sq on you campus.
No investment & very fink lime
needed There's no obligation, so
why not caB for information today.
Call 1-803-- 323-8454 95.
Help Wanted: Men
Women earn $375 weekly
processing assembling
Medical I.D. Cards at
home. Immediate open-- -
ings, your local area.
Experience unnecessary,
will train. Call Medicare!
1-541-3-
86-5290 Ext.
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Sally Thelen
Maybe I'm not the most patriotic
person. When I go abroad I sew a
maple leaf on my backpack and pre-
tend I'm a Canuck just so I don't get
confused with the usual loud drunken
American college student on summer
break. Songs like "I'm Proud to be an
American" bring back bad memories
of sequined high school singers danc-
ing at the county fair. And people ac-
tually wearing shirts with stars and
stripes on them just have bad fashion
sense. So you can imagine how sur-
prised I was when there was just a bit
of the misty-eye- d patriotic in me at
the end of "Primary Colors."
Meet Governor Jack Stanton (John
Travolta) and Susan Stanton (Emma
Thompson). Well, you actually al-
ready have. "Time" magazine had an
entire eight page spread comparing
the fictional Stantons to the real-lif-e
Clintons, but it doesn't take a brain
surgeon to figure out that the movie's
charming, womanizing, Southern
governor and his hard-head- ed wife
aren't the creations of a creative ge-
nius. One of the strongest points of
this movie is the fact that you really
don't need to care or even know about
the Clintons to like these characters.
Travolta's rendition of the flawed and
lovable governor who actually does
care about the people (even if he has
to lie a few times to show how much)
and Thompson's depiction of the wife
who believes more in the image of the
ideal politician than the actual man she
married are performances that stand
on their own.
Yet the movie doesn't really fo-
cus on the Stantons but on the young
idealistic campaign manager, Henry
Burton (Adrian Lester), and Libby
Holden (Kathy Bates), the recently
Join the Fun & Excitement of
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released mental patient who is hired
by the campaign to dig up the dirt
on Stanton and all his competition.
The movie follows the quirky cam-
paign staff through the Democratic
primaries, bringing to life the diffi-
culties they face when the media
gets wind of Stanton's many bed-
time doings and the opponents pro-
duce a candidate so good he's
golden.
Produced and directed by Mike
Nichols, with a screenplay by Elaine
May, this movie is based on the best-selli- ng
book by "Anonymous" (re-
vealed to be ex-"Newsw-eek" writer
Joe Klein). This movie takes any edge
off the characters that might have ex-
isted in the book and makes their flaws
into the most endearing part about
them. Travolta's character comes
across less as a power-hungr- y politi-
cian who will bed any young intern
who comes his way and more like a --
good ol boy with so much love and
charm he really doesn't know what to
do with all of it
The movie was a bit long (two and
a half hours), and after a while the
dialogue becomes draggy and unbe--
lievable, and I still can't figure out '
when exactly Lester started sleep-
ing with Daisy (Maura Tiemey), the
pretty young campaign assistant, but
all together the movie was enjoyable
even to a die-ha- rd apathetic person
like myself. The credits started roll-
ing, and I was ready to fight for
truth, justice and the American way.
Well, I wouldn't go that far. But my :
apathy did subside enough that for -
one second I even considered vot- - '
ing during the SGA elections. But,
then again, that was on Sunday, and
who knows if there would be that
much of the starry-eye- d idealist in .
me by Tuesday.
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Dewar mixes
Katie Huberi
Continuing Ebert Art Center's in
dependent study gallery, this week
Bill Dewar '98 "decked the halls"-wit-h
his time and talent.
Dewar's I.S., composed of 10 origi
nal drawings, bears the title "A Dif-
ferent View." Featuring the theme of
alcohol use and abuse, Dewar hopes
not to offend or change the minds of
his viewers, but merely to express his
own opinion through visual art. He
also wants to show the more realistic
aspect of drinking, "a different view"
than mthe one to which many are ac-
customed.
Among his drawings are "Letting
It All Out," portraying the rather
'projectile" side-effe- ct of alcohol
use, and "Absolutely Underage,"
which focuses on alcohol use and
availability at an increasingly young
age. He has also written a 12-pa- ge
artist statement to summarize his
theme and add closure to the project.
Dewar has done a variety of draw-
ings and projects during his years
at Wooster, but he began the ones
used in his I.S. during Christmas
Break. Though he started by using
a multi-med- ia approach, he eventu-
ally decided to use only conte cray-
ons. These give his drawings a col-
orful, charcoal effect Dewar also
"likes big drawings," and thus made
each at least 42 inches wide. Some
drinks: an artist s view of
are as large as four feet by three feet.
Though drawing is his specialty, the
Wooster curriculum also requires
classes in a variety of topics, includ-
ing four introductory-lev- el classes,
three intermediate and two advanced.
As a result, Dewar has taken courses
in ceramics, painting and art history.
"I'm a pretty well-round- ed indi-
vidual," he jokingly commented. He
is true to his word. In addition to his
art classes and preparing for his I.S.,
he also is a member of "Don't Throw
Shoes" and participates in men's club
volleyball.
In the future, Dewar plans to teach
art, though he is currently unsure at
which level. Over the summer he
will be participating in a camp or
internship to get the experience he
desires to launch his career.
Dewar attributes much of his suc-
cess to his advisor, Walter Zurko.
He particularly noted how conve-
nient it has been to have a four to
three ratio of students to advisors.
This one-on-o- ne treatment gave him
the attention and guidance he
needed for his class scheduling and
I.S., and also gave him an extra pair
of hands to set up his exhibit on Sat-
urday morning. He also commented
on the renovation of Ebert Art Cen-
ter, and how he appreciated the main
hall to display his I.S.
The closing of Dewar's exhibit
was held today.
Beginning Friday at
Cinemark
Movies 10
Times are for Friday through Monday only
Good Will Hunting (R) 7:10.9:55 p.m.
Barney's Great Adventure (G) 1 1:30, 1:30, 3:30 p.m.
Grease(PG) 11:10, 1:40,4:10,7:35. 10:I5p.m.
City of Angels (PG-1- 3) 1 1:15. 1:5a 4:30. 7:30. 10:20p.m.
Mercury Rising (R) 1 1 :25. 2:00. 4:40. 7:25. 1 0:00 p.m.
Species 2 (R) 1 1 :20. 1 :45. 4:00. 7:45. 10:05 p.m.
My Giant (PG) 1 1:05. 1:35. 4:05. 7:40. 10:30 p.m.
Titanic (PG-1- 3) 1 1.--00. 3:00. 7:15 p.m.
Wild Things (R) 3:10.10:25 p.m.
The Newton Boys (PG-13- ) 2:55, 7:20. 10:10 p.m.
Man in the Iron Mask (PG-1- 3) 11:35 a.m.
Primary Colors (R) 11:25,7:05 p.m.
Lost in Space (PG-1- 3) 1 1:45, 3:05. 7:00. 9:50 p.m.
Times are for Tuesday through Thursday
Good Will Hunting (R) 7:10,9:55 p.m.
Barney's Great Adventure (G) 4:45 p.m.
Grease (PG) 4:10.7:35.10:15 p.m.
City of Angels (PG-1- 3)
'
4:15.7:30.10:20p.m.
Mercury Rising (R) 4:40, 7:25. 10:00 p.m.
Species 2 (R) 4:00. 7:45, 10:05 p.m.
My Giant (PG) 4:25, 7:40, 10:30 p.m.
Titanic (PG-1- 3) 4":30, 8:30 p.m.
Wild Things (R) 3:10,10:25 p.m.
The Newton Boys (PG-1- 3) 7:20. 10:10 p.m.
Man in the Iron Mask (PG-1- 3) 4:05 p.m.
Wild Things (R) 4:35,10:25 p.m.
Primary Colors (R) 7:05 p.m.
Lost in SpacePG-13- ) 4:25. 7:00. 9:50 p.m. '
For complete listings any time, call 345-875- 5.
- Passes are not accepted for these .films I
ce
alcoholism
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A dearth of
Aaron Rupert
With the craziness of political
scandals and SGA elections abuzz
in the media, the Voice has let the
most important news of the last two
weeks slip under our noses.
The new Jacky Chan Movie,
"Mr. Nice Guy," is not playing at
Movies 10.
The obvious and blatant tragedy
caused by this cultural vacuum has
left me in anguish. With no time to
travel to more erudite communities
(i.e. Akron) many students are
forced to travel to the local Block-
buster Video and examine their
Jacky Chan selection.
Jacky Chan is the top-grossi- ng
actor in the world, and when the
book is written on film history in the
1990s they may just call it "The
Chan Decade." His constant stream
of Hong Kong action films have
amused children and adults the
world over. Chan, who does his own
stunts, could be insane. I have seen
him jump on a pile of burning coals,
hang from a helicopter and fight off
a horde of ax-wield- ing thugs with a
bamboo stick. He has almost killed
himself more than once for your
entertainment
All the films suggested are his
new American releases. If you are
in for some- - corny older kung-f- u
fare, I suggest Jacky Chan's "Laugh
.
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Chan sends fans to video
ing Hyena," "Laughing Hyena 2" or
"Drunken Master." Note, if you rent
these films you are" not paying
money for developed characters or
decent dialogue. You are renting
them for humorous dialogue, stunts
and really awful acting. Rent at your
own risk.
"Rumble in the Bronx .
In this first American release,
Jacky plays a character named
Jacky who is visiting his uncle in
America. After roughing up some
punks in his uncle's store, Jacky
gains the ire of a local gang. Luck-
ily for Jacky, the gang leader's girl-
friend falls for Chan's good looks
and honorable manner. At this
point, a group of diamond thieves
enters the plot when a foiled heist
lands a bag of diamonds into
Jacky 's hands.
The plot is fairly irrelevant, but
the action is a visual masterpiece.
Among the major stunts of the
movie, Jacky leaps dangerously be-
tween building roofs and fights
street punks in their own lair using
skis and shopping carts. The dia- - '
logue in this film is particularly bad,
yet amusing. Grade: B
"Supercop"
By far my favorite of the new
Chan American releases. Jacky
plays a character names Jacky who
is a star in the Hong Kong' police
department. He teams up with a
Juggling
continued from page 8
doing a back flip when performing,
plus he broke his foot once when
jumping off of the unicycle. "The
amazing part is that I still finished
the show I landed on my other
good foot the second time I jumped,
and then I cried," he said.
Dan Darling '00, a juggler as
well, commented "He was really
great with the crowd, and the thing
that made him great is that his show-
manship is incredible." Darling
spent a year in Sweden when he was
16. "I was broke and so I decided
to take up juggling and become a
street performer, and I wound up
making a good bit of money." He
later took a year off from college and
hired himself out for birthday par-
ties. When he was in Los Angeles
for an audition. Darling almost de-
cided to attend the same clown col-
lege as Rosman. "I can do some of
the same tricks as he did, like the
unicycle, but I am no where near at
his level of comedy," said Darling.
Rosman's focus is not technical
difficulty; rather, it's the happy re-
action of the audience that makes
his job rewarding. "Whether a
show is successful also depends on
whether I was entertained, and
here in Wooster, I WAS very en-
tertained."
Chinese police officer, played by
Michelle Kuan (who was also in the
new James Bond movie), and they
go after an international drug lord
together.
With this film, its like having
two Chans for the price of one."
Kuan's stunts and speed is as im-
pressive and exciting as Chan's,
and her leap from a ramp to a mov- - ,
ing train on motorcycle is one of
the more impressive live stunts
I've ever seen. There is a larger
percentage of actionfighting in
this film compared to his other
American releases. It is also nice
to see a female co-sta- r, since
women in Chan films are usually
pretty hollow characters. They try
to cut down on plot and focus on
fights. Grade: A.
'Operation Condor"
Some could say that Jacky Chan's
films do not have any good roles for
women. If they saw Operation Con-
dor, they'd be correct. Jacky and
three really hollow female charac-
ters go across the desert to look for
Nazi gold. The dialogue and plot is
far worse than Rumble in the Bronx,
and it hurts sometimes its so bad.
The fight scenes are okay, and
the fight in a wind tunnel was J
amusing. This is not a film of epic
fight scenes, it is a film of had
Chan at its worst. Go '.r a
laugh. Grade: B- -
Sports
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mat Oberlin.
The weather wasn't exactly lovely
and the Scots and Yeomen couldn't
fit their match in. The Wooster --
Oberlin match-u- p was rescheduled
for April 20.
This coming week, the Fighting
Scots will look to continue their hot
streak as they face more tough com-
petition. Wednesday afternoon, the
Fighting Scots will travel to Cleve-
land for an NCAC match with Case
Western Reserve. Then, on the fol-
lowing Saturday, Wooster will host
1 on Lords In a 1 p.m. start,
uck to the Scots as they
Last month, Wooster Lady Scot
Katie Montague '99 was named
NCAC basket-
ball player of the
year for the
1997-9- 8 season.
Montague led
the league in
scoring, averag-
ing 21.5 points
per contest.
This season,
Montague also
set the school
record for
points in a sea-
son with 538.
She also be-
came Wooster's
all-ti- me leading
scorer, finishing
the season with
1,283 points. .
r
Voice
Scot tennis Montague nabs honor
breaks out
of slump
Ryan Clark
Luke Lindberg
. The Fighting Scot tennis team
turned it around this past weekend
at the Great Lakes Colleges Asso-
ciation Tournament this past week-
end at Oberlin. Wooster won two of
the three matches they played, rais-
ing their overall season record to 8--7.
They knocked off teams from
both Hope and Wabash by scores of
7-- 0 and 4-- 1, before losing to num-
ber one ranked Kalamazoo 6-- 1.
Wooster had suffered five defeats
in a row before going into the GLCA
tournament and the Scots certainly
used the tournament as a spring-
board to turn their season back into
the right direction.
Before going into the tournament,
in fact, Wooster took it to a depleted
Capital squad as the Scots ran away
with a 7--0 match victory. After com-
ing off this win, Wooster certainly
continued their momentum into the
weekend tournament.
As they have been all year,
Wooster continues to be led by their
strong upper-clas- s nucleus. At num-
ber one singles. Bill Marcell 99
leads the squad with an 8--4 record.
Matt Riva '99 doubles up with
Marcell for a strong one-tw- o singles
punch with the same 8-- 4 record at
number two singles.
Furthermore, Andy Sharp '99 and
Erick Gale '99 are both 9-- 6.
On Tuesday afternoon, the Fight-
ing Scots hit the road to face Ohio
Wesleyan in Delaware. What origi-
nally looked to be a tough NCAC
match, especially since it was be-
ing played on the road, turned into
a 6-- 1 win for the Scots, who raised
their overall record to a solid 9-- 7.
This loss also dropped the Bat-
tling Bishops to a dismal 4-- 6 over-
all and a less than impressive 0-- 2 in
NCAC play.
After taking it to the Bishops on
the road on Tuesday, the Scots re-
turned home on Wednesday after--1
noon to face off against NCAC door-- .
Luke Llndberg the NCAC first team all-confere- nce
squad. She was the only Lady Scot
to make either the first, second, or
honorable mention teams.
Photo courtesy News Services
NCAC new-
comer of the year
in her freshman
season, and has
been named to the
first team squad
for the past two
years. In addition
to being new-
comer of the year,
Montague was
also second team
aU-NC- AC her first
year.
Montague, from
Chesterland, is a
graduate of West
Geauga High
School. She is a
communication
In addition to being named league lives in Yost Housescience major,
and volunteers
Montague was
the
MVP. Montague was also named to for the YMCA.
Lady Scots fight rain
Ryan Clark
The women's tennis team
struggled with the weather this week
in matches against Walsh and
Oberlin.
The competition with Walsh be-
gan on Wednesday at the Memorial
tennis courts. Wooster was very suc-
cessful in doubles, with both num-
ber two and number three doubles
coming from behind to win. The
only loss in doubles came at the
number one position where Sarah
Ehle '0 1 and Ryan Clark '00 teamed
up. Clark was subbing in for Ehle's
injured partner, Sara Stonewater
01. The pair, who had not yet
played together in competition, fell
to Walsh 8-- 2. However, at number
two doubles Lindsay Techel '0 1 and
Kirsten Shriver '98 defeated Walsh
9--7 and at number three doubles Jes-
sica Reinhart '99 and Ashley Fisher
'01 beat their opponents 8-- 6.
Shortly into the singles competi-
tion, the rain began to fall. The
match was postponed until Saturday.
Saturday morning the Lady Scots
came out ready --to play. Unfortu-
nately, things did not go as well for
the Lady Scots after the delay.
Wooster lost all six singles and lost
the match 7-- 2. The team was ex-
tremely disappointed by this devas-
tating loss because many of the
women had been winning when the
match was called the previous
Wednesday.
The Lady Scots headed into
Wednesday's match versus Oberlin
with a whole new attitude. The
women were angry about the
weekend's loss and looking for re
venge. Wooster, who was standing
at 0--1 in the NCAC was ready for a
conference victory. Due to the rain,
that victory did not happen. Similar
to the week before, the match was
started and then the rain began. In the
' middle of the doubles matches the two
teams moved indoors to the Wooster
Racquet Club to finish out the match.
Once again Wooster was successful
in doubles with wins at number two
and number three doubles.
At number one doubles, Techel
arid Shriver barely lost a 9-- 7
nailbiter. However, the 8-- 3 win at
number two doubles from Ehle and
Clark and Reinhart's and Fisher's 8-- 5
victory at number three doubles put
Wooster on top. The Scots were also
playing relatively well in singles. At
number one, Ehle struggled, but made
. a strong comeback effort before suc-
cumbing to her opponent 6-- 1 , 6-- 4. The
indoor courts were not available for
the entire evening so the teams moved
outside once again. The rain had
stopped and the teams dried off the
courts. At two, Shriver showed her
all-confere- nce form and defeated a
strong opponent in three sets. In the
three singles position, Fisher fought
her hardest before bowing out to
Oberlin.
These wete the only singles
matches that were completed be-
cause of the weather. Techel was
down in her match at number four
singles. At five singles, Reinhart, play-
ing well, was playing a tie-brea- ker to
decide the first set when the match
was canceled. At six singles, Clark
won the first set 6-- 1 , and was on her
way to winning the second set, lead-
ing her opponent 4-- 1 .
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Scot track runs well
Track team impressive in Wooster Open
Tracy Wilkes
The Fighting Scot track and field
squad was the host to four teams in
a non-scori- ng meet last weekend.
Despite the fact that there was no
scoring, several school records fell.
Reggie Ray '00 set a new Wooster
record in the 100m dash, placing
first with a time of 10.94 seconds.
He also helped the 4x1 00m relay
team ofTim Sir Louis '00, Anthony
Wheeler '98 and Damian Dollard
'98 to a first place finish in a time
of 43.6 seconds. Sir Louis and Ian
Lauer '00 weren't too far behind in
the 100m race, finishing second
( 1 1 .3) and third (11.3), respectively,
while Wheeler finished second in
the 200m dash (23.4), and Dollard
finished first in the 110m hurdles
(16.0) and first in the 400m dash
(51.3).
Zach Prichard '01 also ran the
400m dash, finishing fifth in a time
of 55 .3 seconds. The 4x400m relay
team came in third and consisted of
Aaron Woloff '00, Dave
Walkenhorst '99, Brendan McCabe
'99 and Shane Bartholomew '00.
Scott Walker '98 ran the 400m
hurdles to a first place finish in 57.2
seconds while Andrew Dawson '99
and Caleb Heimlich '01 finished the
800m run in second (1:59.6) and
sixth (2:04.8) places, respectively.
The 1500m run brought Allyn
Peterson '99 to a seventh placefin-is- h
(4:17.1) and Scott Greenaway
'00 to an eighth place finish
(4: 1 8.7). Robert Buckley '00 com-
pleted the 3000m distance in
10:05.9 and placed eighth.
In the field events, the Wooster
men stole six of the top eight places
in the javelin throw. Kip Smith '01
won the event (155' 8"), Christian
Saulnier '00 was second (154 2"),
and Bartholomew threw a personal
best of 149' 2" to finish third. Doug
Laditka '99 finished fifth (143 3"),
Jody Price '00 took sixth (138' 9"),
and Sir Louis ended up seventh.
Scot dominance continued in the
shot put where Price finished third
(45 4 34"), Bartholomew was
fourth (43 11"), Josh Martin '00
placed fifth (40' 1 1 14"), Nick Hill
'01 was sixth (40' 11") and Larry
Cook '01 finished seventh (40 3 1
2"). Bartholomew won the discus
with a throw of 139 3" while Hill
was second ( 1 29' 1 0 12") and Scott
Sheets '99 finished fifth (105').
In the triple jump, Steve Thomp-
son '01 took second (38 3 14") and
Clue Nethero '00 took third (37 2
12"). Nethero also finished second
in the long jump (17 5 14"). The
pole vault concluded the meet with
two Wooster men taking first and
second. Sir Louis and Jeff Pattison
'99 both cleared 13' 6."
The track and field teams are
away this Friday for a dual meet
with Oberlin.
Want to cover
men's tennis for
the Voice?
Contact Luke at x4270
THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS KILL DE GRADUATING
INTO D2DT.
UndertheArmys
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-ye-ar enlistment
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by one- -
third or $1,500, which-
ever amount isgreater.
up to a $65,000 limit
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default
v And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
youH earn from the Army. Ask yourArmy Recruiter.
ARMY. DE ALL YOU CAN DE!
www.goarmy.com
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Fighting
Scot of the
Week
"ZD
w
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Name: Reggie Ray
Year: Sophomore
Sport: Track and Field
Major: Art History
Hometown: Wadsworth, Ohio
High School: Norton
In the last two weeks, Fighting
Scot sprinter Reggie Ray 00 has
had two superb home meets. First,
at the Wooster Invitational, Ray ran
to first place finishes in both the
1 00m and the 200m dashes in times
of 10.8 and 21.9 seconds. He also
combined with teammates Tim Sir
Louis '00, Anthony Wheeler '98 and
Damian Dollard '98 to win the
4x100 meter relay in a fantastic
time of 43.4 seconds. Due'to his
performance at the invite, Ray was
named the NCAC track athlete of
the week.
At the following weekend's
Wooster Open, Ray set the school
record for the 100m dash, posting a
now record time of 10.94 seconds.
Ray also posted the longest dis-
tance of the season for the long jump
in the indoor season, registering a
21' 10" jump at the NCAC Indoor
Track Championships in March.
Wanted: part-tim- e sales
rep for college accounts
9AJJE
Tmbroiday
WholesaleRetail
jackets, hats shirts,
gifts, embroidery and
Greek lettering
special group rates
contact David Eisenbrei
at 888-846-70- 76
voice mail
Kathy Ward
The men's la-
crosse team had a
disappointing
week. The Scots
lost to both Ohio
Wesleyan (26-5-)
and Northwood (5-1- ).
Despite the fact
that Ohio
Wesleyan is
ranked number one
in division IIJ la-
crosse, the coaches
were pleased at
how the team wel-
comed the chal-
lenge. '
Assistant Coach
Ronnie Jordan said
of the first 10 minutes of the game,
"During the first quarter our guys
came out strong and at first you
didn't know who was going to
win." Jordan was really content
with the level of play from the in-
jury depleted Wooster team. De-
spite the score, the Scots didn't
give up.
Captain Mike Rohan '98 said the
game was definitely a challenge.
"We had a lot of people hurt and
didn't really have the numbers
OWU had. They were running four
different lines in the midfield
whereas we only had one."
Also damaging to the Scots
play this past week was the loss
of Chris Lee '98. Lee was hit late
in the fourth quarter and may be
out several weeks with a severe
knee injury.
With the loss of several players
Sports
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Scot lacrosse team fights injury Scots rock
Keyplayers suffer injuries in losses to OWU and Northwood
D I
. Photo by Eric Bakken
The Fighting Scot lacrosse team finished 0-- 2 this past week.
due to injury, the Scots had a tough
game against Northwood on Satur-
day afternoon. Wooster dropped the
match by the final of 5-- 1.
.
McKechnie felt that if Rohan and
Lee had been healthy it would have
been a different ball game. "We
needed both of those guys in that
game," McKechnie commented.
"We have a lot of guys playing dif-
ferent positions from what they are
used to due to all the injuries." .
Against Northwood, Collin
Johnson '01 stepped up and tried to
pull the team through. Johnson
played consistently and kept the
Scots in the game. McKechnie cred-
ited Johnson with having an out-
standing match. The offense was not
able to convert on man-u- p situa-
tions, though, and that hurt. "
The Scots will also be working
on taking a wiser shot selection in
their next match-
up. McKechnie
does not want to
hit the opposing
team's goalie
anymore.
Captain Jeff
Bumiller '98
could only say,
"We finished
with strong
pressure at the
end of the
game, but wejust couldn t
find the back of
the net."
The Scots are
taking these
games in stride
and are now just
focusing on their next match, a game
against Wittenberg. The Scots'
captains remain optimistic.
"Wittenberg is not used to playing
on turf, so this game is going to
be close." -
The Scots definitely have a
chance to win if they come out
strong. The game against
Wittenberg is scheduled for
Wednesday at 4 p.m.
... u. ,,. ..., ii i ... -- ...... .....
continued from page 12
days rest, so they'll be ready,"
Pettorini said. "It'll be a real tough
game because Allegheny has out-
standing pitching too. How we at-
tack their pitching will be the big
thing." He thinks fans should have a
good idea right away of the outcome:
"If we get big swings against mem
early, we'll be in good shape. Other-
wise, it'll be a dog fight all the way."
The games start at 1 :00 p.m.
'Nuffsaid.
L.Scot lax
continued from page 12
Critchlow, Woodard scored the
game winner at the 6:13 mark.
Bennett mentioned Robyn Tew '01
as playing a strong game. "She was
able to get the ball to goal." Tew
took care of the midfield and tran-
sition plays. She had six ground
balls, four caused turnovers, and one
draw control.
The Lady Scot lacrosse team's
season has gotten off to a great start
This past weekend, goals were
scored by eight different players.
This means that other teams can't
shut down one player and expect to
win the game. The Lady Scots' ri-
vals will have to contend with all 1 1
players.
This Wednesday, the women's la-
crosse team is at home at 4:30 p.m.
versus OW. The Lady Scots also
have a Saturday .game with
Oberlin at 1 1 a.m. Come support
the team in both of these exciting
match-up- s.
Lady Scot track runs well in "Wfooster Open
School records fall in Wooster s second consecutive home meet ofoutdoor season
Tracy Wilkes
The women's track and field team
hosted four teams in a non-scori- ng
meet last weekend. Many great per-
formances were turned in despite the
poor weather conditions.
Melissa Eging '98 was able to
fight off the wind and the cold to
earn the NCAC track athlete of the
week award. Eging finished first
in the 100m (13.0) and 200m
(26.8) dashes and was also.a part
of the winning 4x 100m (5 1 .6) and
4x400m (4:19.7) teams. Other
great performances in the sprints
came from Krystal Mohn 99, who
placed first in the 100m hurdles
( 1 6. 1 ); Niccole Cook '00, who Fin-
ished the 400m dash in 1:02.5
(first) and the 200m dash in 28.3
seconds (fourth); and Mia Rapier
'00, who took a close second in the
400m dash (1:02.8). Michelle
Neary '01 and Julie Morrison '98
also ran the 400m race and fin-
ished fifth (1:07.8) and sixth
(1:09.0), respectively.
Three Wooster women ran the
400m hurdles and each took one of
the top three spots. Annie Gillespie
'98 finished first (1:06.9), Laurie
Cappell '99 was second, (1:09.6)
and Heidi Buffington '00 was"third
( 1:11.5). Four Wooster runners
occupied four of the top eight spots --
in the 800m run. Sandy Tecklenburg
'01 was second (2:29.5), Beth
Huffman '00 was fifth (2:35.8), and
Katherine Rath-Cours- ey '99 and
Sarah Antel 00 finished seventh
(2:44.2) and eighth (2:48.7), respec-
tively. Rath-Cours- ey and Antel also
ran in the 1500m race and finished
sixth (5:25.8) and seventh (5:31.0),
respectively.
The 3000m run also proved to be
a successful event with four runners
placing in the top eight again. Emily
Gorka '99 was the top Wooster fin
isher (second, 11:04.5), Rachel
Dawson '0 1 finished third (11:18.1),
Beth Shell '98 was fifth (11:30.8),
and Katie Pease '00 took seventh
(11:51.0).
In the throwing events, Tracy
Wilkes '99 finished second in the
javelin (74' 1"), second in the dis-
cus (1 16' 3"), and third in the shot
put (36' 5"). Katie Walker '01 also
tripled in the throwing events, plac-
ing third in the javelin (72' 2"), third
in the discus (1 14' 9"), and sixth in
the shot put (29 5 34"). Deidtra
Reid '99 continued her dominance
in the shot put and was the first place
finisher with a toss of 38' 10 12."
Aleashia Washington '00 had an
outstanding day as well, throwing a
personal best of 30' 2" in the shot
put (fifth) and 93' 11" in the discus
(fourth).
The rest of the field events
boasted strong Wooster perfor-
mances as well, with Justina Wil
liams '01 finishing first in the long
jump (15 10 12"), Laura Baird
'01 finishing fourth (13' 11 12"),
and Wilkes finishing fifth (12' 9
34"). Sarah Kruse '99 was sec-
ond in the long jump (13' 11 12")
and first in the triple jump (313
14"). Mohn set a new school
record in the pole vault, clearing
7' 00" and taking second place,
while teammate Erika Chouinard
'01 placed fourth at a height of 6'
6".
The Lady Scots travel to Oberlin
this coming Friday for a dual meet
with the Yeowomen. .
t t ' : ; t !!( I S I t tSports
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Luke Ltndberg
The Fighting Scot golf squad
continued their strong season5
opening play this past weekend.
as they fared quite well at the
Kenyon Invitational. The Scots
took second place in the tourna
ment and were led by Jeff r.imeh
'98, who won the Kenyon Invite
by five strokes. .
'h "Klineh finished ahead cf the
field with two rounds of 69 and
76. Ills cperlns round of 69, in
fact, was his best round so far this
season. ; '
.
' : -
. The Scots also had other strong
finishers at the weekend event
Other Scot placers were Dave
Wicpisinger 98, who shot two
rounds of 79 and 78, Steve King
'98, who registered two rounds of
76 and 85, Nick Balcken 01, with
rounds of 82 and 76 and Adam Seib
'98, who shot an 0 and an 84. :
- This year, the five above men-
tioned golfers along with Pete
Wilson '00, have anchored the
Scot attack. The six golfers will
lead the team into action again this
coming weekend as Wooster com
petes, in two tournaments. The
Scots will face off at the Denison
Invitational on Saturday and Sun
day, and then travel to the Heidel
bergTiffin Spring Classic the fol-
lowing Monday.,; - ; -
Nimeb leads the squad right
now with an average of 77.6,
strokes per round. Winpisinger is :
right behind him with an average
of 77.? strokes per round, Balcken
is third with 78.9 per round, King ,
is fourth at 80.6 strokes per round.
Wilson is, fifth at 82 strokes per
round, and Seib rounds out the top
six with an average of 85 strokes
per round. ." '. '.-.--. " ' -
.
; '
The following weekend, the.
Scots will host the Wooster Invi
tational on Apr. 17-1- 8. With die ex-
ception of the NCAC champion-
ships, which will be hosted by the.
Scots in May, this will be Wooster's
only home match of the year. .
Fighting Scot Baseball
Sat. Allegheny (2) H I p.m. ; --
Wed. Oberlin (2) A I p.nu
Scot arid Lady Scot Track
FrL Oberlin (A) '
Women's
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The Lady Scot lacrosse team equalled
Kathy Ward
The women's lacrosse team had
a successful Little Sibs Weekend
this past Saturday and Sunday. The
Lady Scots won both of their games
in two exciting one-go-al matches
against Kenyon and S.U.N.Y.-Fredoni- a.
Coach Bennett was pleased
with the turnout of fans, saying, "It
was nice to come off with two one- -
goal victories with the large crowd.
Scot baseball team trucks on as number one
Sarah Fenske
What's new in sports this week?
Well, the baseball team won. And
won. And won. And won. And
won. And won. They swept three
doubleheaders, to be a bit more pre-
cise. Fact is, however, there is noth-
ing new about that. The team is
undefeated since their return from
Florida.
The Scots took on Malone Thurs-
day in Canton. After a scoreless first
inning, the team cracked the game
wide open with eight runs in the sec-- ,
ond Malone starter Rob Hill was
evenutally rocked for 12 runs in four
innings, while Wooster ace Dan Van
Dyke '98 pitched the complete five
innings, holding Malone completely
scoreless. Van Dyke gave tip just
one hit and one walk, striking out
four. His co-capta- in, shortstop Jim
Bartlett '98, crushed a double and a
single to drive in three runs. Trevor
Urban '99 also hit a homerun and a .
single, collecting two RBIs of his
own.
Just two hours after stepping up
to face Van Dyke, Malone stepped
up to Drew Binkowski '00 for game
ftVunttHT
Fighting Scot Tennis : '
Wed. Case Reserve (A) 3:30 p.m.
LAX puts
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their win total from last season this week.
It was especially nice to do so in
front of all the parents."
The Lady Scots played Kenyon
twice this week. In Tuesday's game,
which counted towards the NCAC
conference standings, Wooster came
up short in a 13-1- 2 setback. The
Scots 'record in the conference is now
1-
-1 with a win over Earlham and the
loss to Kenyon. Despite the defeat,
however, Wooster played hard.
Jaime DiFabrizio '98 had a great
two. Wooster scored right away,
scoring two in the first and then an-
swering Malone's three run top of
the third with four runs, enough to
send Malone starter Jon Boston to
the showers. It was enough, but
Wooster still picked up two more
runs in the fourth to complete the
8-- 4 win. Binkowski struck out
seven and gave up just seven hits.
He was backed by strong hitting
from Shane Flinner '00 and Brian
Claypool '99, who each drove in
two runs. Claypool and Urban both
went2-for-- 3.
After solidly trouncing the Pio-
neers, the team was ready for
Transylvania and its lofty 3-- 21
record. The "Fighting Scots knocked
their record even further back, to 3-2- 3.
Ben Maibach "00 pitched six
innings for the win, allowing three
runs, and Frank Mascola '00 pitched
a scoreless inning in relief. Bartlett
had another'phenomenal day at the
plate, going 3-fo- r-4 with three RBIs.
Urban, Andy Nowicki '00, and
Chris Mihin '99 each drove in two,
with Urban and Nowicki each club-
bing two doubles.
The second game was also a con
ttAQQfe OB
Fighting Scot Lacrosse
Tues. Ohio State (A) 4 p.m.
Wed. Oberlin (A) 4:30 pan.
.
.
on show for the sibs
game playing coverpoint She was
able to help both offensively and
defensively, coming out of the back
field and bringing the ball straight
to goal. Jesse Buell '98 led the team
with four goals and three assists.
Coach Bennett said that Buell was
able to step up when the team
needed it "Jesse put the ball where
it needed to be: in the back of the
net" Jess Critchlow '01 scored the
firstWooster goal in the second half,
setting up a Lady Scot scoring surge.
: In Saturday's rematch against
Kenyon, Wooster came out strong,
scoring the first two goals. The
Scots were up at half-tim- e, but Buell
would score the game winning goal
on an assist from Kate Messer '99
at the :46 mark. Messer played one
of her better games according to
Bennett "Kate settled the offense
down, playing copL calm and col-
lect" Messer had four goals and one
assist
Throughout the game, Maggie
Buckingham '00 pushed the ball to
the offensive end. Buckingham had
three caused turnovers, one draw con
clusive victory, this time with Mike
Morris '99 on the mound. Morris
gave up three runs, one earned,
thanks to four Wooster errors.
Transylvania was actually ahead af-
ter a run in the second, but the
Scots picked up two in the fourth
and three in the sixth to take the
5-- 3 victory. "Our three and four
pitchers are really coming along,"
Head Coach Tim Pettorini said.
"Morris and Maibach both threw
pretty well."
The doubleheader . Tuesday
against Denison was by far the most
important match of the week.
"Those being conference games,
there was much more focused play
there," Pettorni said "The guys
were playing well." Van Dyke did
more than play well. He' pitched
another complete game, and
Wooster got off to a solid 1- -0 lead
in the second Allegheny tied things'
up in the third but the Scots roared
back in the fourth with two anil
didn't lose the lead again. They won
7-- 1, with a key homerun from
Mihin, his eighth of the year.
The second game was hardly a
contest Binkowski gave up a run
Wm
Lady Scot Lacrosse
Sat. Oberlin (H) IJ a.nu
-
--
:
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trol, and three goals. Coach Bennett
said, "Maggie worked on her place-
ment in the goal. She never gave up."
Robin Woodard '99 was another
offensive threat with three goals,
four ground balls, and one caused
turnover. Bennett was pleased with
Woodard's checks during the game.
Bennett also commented, "Whereas
centers on other teams either focus
on defense or offense, Robin is a full
field player. She catches the other
teams off guard." .
The Lady Scots played S.U.N.Y.-Freedon- ia
on Sunday. Yasmina
Stacy '01 had a 70 percent save av-
erage, winning four ground balls
and three caused turnovers. Bennett
could not say enough about Stacy's
play. "She really turned the game
around for us. Just like in the Colo-
rado game, she stepped up in her
level of play and shut down the other
team." Nikki Kammer '00 tied the
game at 7:03 with the ninth goal of
the match. On an assist from Jess
please see L. SCOT LAX, page
11
in the first hut Denison 's lead was
easily surmounted The team scored
four in the first and five in the sec-
ond and they never looked back.
Binkowski had no need to do so: the
final score was 14-- 3. Flinner and
Urban both clubbed HRs, their
eighth and ninth respectively, and
Flinner alone drove in five runs. The
ever dependable crew of Urban,
Snyder, and Mihin additionally
picked up two RBIs each. .
"Early in the. year, Kinney was
really carrying us," Pettorini noted
"Then Flinner was really hitting.
Now they've both cooled off, but
.Mihin, Bartlett, and Urban have
picked up. It's been different guys
at different times. If we could get
everyone at once ..."
This Saturday, the Fighting Scots
face Allegheny for what might be
the biggest home doubleheader of
the year. Pettorini plans to pitch Van
Dyke and Binkowski, hoping that
their strength will be enough to send .
the Gator bats into hibernation.
"They'll both be pitching on three
please see SCOTS ROCK, page
II
Fighting Scot Golf
. Sat --Sun. Denison Invite (A)
:Moh, HeidelbergTiffin Classic (A)
Lady Scot Tennis
Tues. Ohio Wesleyan (H) 4 p.m.
